
Privacy Notice

Effective: November 1, 2019

Notice Last Updated: November 1, 2019

This Privacy Notice describes how First American Financial Corporation and its subsidiaries and affiliates (together referred to as “First American,” “we,”
“us,” or “our”) collect, use, store, and share your information. This Privacy Notice applies to information we receive from you offline only, as well as from
third parties.  For more information about our privacy practices,  please visit  https://www.firstam.com/privacy-policy/index.html . The practices  described
in this Privacy Notice are subject to applicable laws in the places in which we operate.

What Type Of Information  Do We  Collect  About You?  We collect  both  personal and  non-personal information  about  and  from  you.  Personal
information is non-public information that can be used to directly or indirectly identify or contact you. Non-personal information is any other type of
information.

How Do We Collect Your Information? We collect  your personal and non-personal information: (1) directly from you; (2) automatically  when you
interact with us; and (3) from third parties, including business parties and affiliates.

How Do We Use Your Information? We may use your personal information in a variety of ways, including but not limited to providing the services you
have requested,  fulfilling  your  transactions,  comply with  relevant  laws  and our policies,  and handling  a claim. We may use your  non-personal
information for any purpose.

How Do We  Share  Your  Personal  Information?  We do not sell your  personal information  to nonaffiliated  third  parties.  We will  only  share  your
personal information, including to subsidiaries, affiliates, and to unaffiliated third parties: (1) with your consent; (2) in a business transfer; (3) to service
providers; and (4) for legal process and protection.  If you have any questions about how First American shares your personal information, you may
contact us at dataprivacy@firstam.com or toll free at 1-866-718-0097.

How Do We Secure Your Personal  Information? The security  of  your personal information is important  to us. That is why we take commercially
reasonable steps  to make sure  your  personal information  is protected.  We use  our best  efforts  to maintain commercially  reasonable  technical,
organizational, and physical safeguards, consistent with applicable law, to protect your personal information.

How Long Do We Keep Your Personal Information? We keep your personal information for as long as necessary in accordance with the purpose
for which it was collected, our business needs, and our legal and regulatory obligations.

Your Choices We provide you the ability to exercise certain controls and choices regarding our collection, use, storage, and sharing of your personal
information. In accordance with applicable law, your controls  and choices.  You can learn more about your choices,  and exercise these controls  and
choices, by sending an email to dataprivacy@firstam.com or toll free at 1-866-718-0097.

International Jurisdictions: Our Products are hosted and offered in the United States of America (US), and are subject to US federal, state, and local
law. If you are accessing  the Products  from another country, please be advised that you may be transferring your personal information to us in the
US, and you consent  to that  transfer  and use of  your personal information in accordance  with this  Privacy  Notice.  You also agree to abide by the
applicable laws of applicable US federal, state, and local laws concerning your use of the Products, and your agreements with us.

We may change this Privacy Notice from time to time. Any and all changes to this Privacy Notice will be reflected on this page, and where appropriate
provided in person  or by  another  electronic  method.  YOUR CONTINUED USE, ACCESS,  OR INTERACTION WITH OUR PRODUCTS  OR YOUR
CONTINUED COMMUNICATIONS WITH US AFTER THIS NOTICE HAS BEEN PROVIDED TO YOU WILL REPRESENT THAT YOU HAVE READ
AND UNDERSTOOD THIS PRIVACY NOTICE.

Contact Us dataprivacy@firstam.com or toll free at 1-866-718-0097.
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For California Residents

If you are a California  resident,  you may  have certain  rights  under California law, including but  not  limited to the California Consumer  Privacy Act  of
2018 (“CCPA”). All phrases used in this section shall have the same meaning as those phrases are used under California law, including the CCPA.

Right to  Know . You  have a right  to request  that  we disclose  the  following information  to you:  (1)  the  categories  of  personal information we have
collected about or from you; (2) the categories of sources from which the personal information was collected; (3) the business or commercial purpose
for such  collection  and/or  disclosure  of your  personal  information;  (4) the categories  of third parties  with  whom  we  have  shared  your  personal
information; and (5) the specific  pieces of your personal information we have collected.  To submit  a verified request for this information,  go to our
online privacy policy at www.firstam.com/privacy-policy to submit your request or call toll-free at 1-866-718-0097. You may also designate an authorized
agent to submit  a request  on your behalf  by going to our online privacy policy at www.firstam.com/privacy-policy to submit  your request  or by calling
toll-free at 1-866-718-0097 and submitting written proof of such authorization to dataprivacy@firstam.com.

Right of Deletion. You also have a right to request that we delete the personal information we have collected from you. This right is subject to certain
exceptions available under the CCPA and other applicable law.  To submit a verified  request  for deletion, go to our online privacy  policy at
www.firstam.com/privacy-policy to submit your  request  or call toll-free  at 1-866-718-0097.  You  may also  designate  an authorized  agent  to submit  a
request on your  behalf  by going to our online privacy  policy at www.firstam.com/privacy-policy  to submit your  request  or by calling toll-free  at
1-866-718-0097 and submitting written proof of such authorization to dataprivacy@firstam.com.

Verification Process. For either a request to know or delete, we will verify your identity before responding to your request. To verify your identity, we
will generally match the identifying information provided in your request with the information we have on file about you. Depending on the sensitivity of
the personal information requested, we may also utilize more stringent verification methods to verify your identity, including but not limited to requesting
additional information from you and/or requiring you to sign a declaration under penalty of perjury.

Right to Opt-Out. We do not sell your personal information to third parties, and do not plan to do so in the future.

Right of Non-Discrimination. You have a right to exercise your rights under California law, including under the CCPA, without suffering discrimination.
Accordingly, First American will not discriminate against you in any away if you choose to exercise your rights under the CCPA.

Collection Notice . The following  is a list of  the categories  of  personal  information  we  may have  collected  about  California  residents  in the twelve
months preceding the  date  this  Privacy  Notice  was last  updated,  including  the  business  or  commercial  purpose for said collection,  the categories  of
sources from which we may have collected the personal information,  and the categories of third parties with whom we may have shared the personal
information:

Categories of
Personal
Information
Collected

The categories of personal information we have collected include, but may not be limited to: real name; signature; alias; SSN;
physical characteristics or description, including protected characteristics under federal or state law; address; telephone
number; passport number; driver’s license number; state identification card number; IP address; policy number; file number;
employment history; bank account number; credit card number; debit card number; financial account numbers; commercial
information; internet or other electronic network activity; geolocation data; audio and visual information; professional or
employment information; and inferences drawn from the above categories to create a profile about a consumer.

Categories of
Sources

Categories of sources from which we’ve collected personal information include, but may not be limited to: the consumer
directly; public records; governmental entities; non-affiliated third parties; social media networks; affiliated third parties

Business
Purpose for
Collection

The business purposes for which we’ve collected personal information include, but may not be limited to: completing a
transaction for our Products; verifying eligibility for employment; facilitating employment; performing services on behalf of
affiliated and non-affiliated third parties; debugging to identify and repair errors that impair existing intended functionality on our
Websites, Applications, or Products; protecting against malicious, deceptive, fraudulent, or illegal activity

Categories of
Third Parties
Shared

The categories of third parties with whom we’ve shared personal information include, but may not be limited to: advertising
networks; internet service providers; data analytics providers; service providers; government entities; operating systems and
platforms; social media networks; non-affiliated third parties; affiliated third parties

Categories of Personal Information We Have Sold In The Past Year . We have not sold any personal information of California residents to any third party
in the twelve months preceding the date this Privacy Notice was last updated.

Categories of Personal  Information  Disclosed  For A Business  Purpose  In The Past Year. The following  is a list of the categories  of personal
information of  California residents  we may have disclosed  for a business  purpose in the 12 months  preceding the date this  Privacy Notice was last
updated: The categories  of personal  information  we  have  collected  include,  but may not be limited to: real name; signature;  alias; SSN; physical
characteristics or description,  including  protected  characteristics  under  federal  or state  law;  address;  telephone  number;  passport  number;  driver’s
license number;  state  identification  card  number;  IP address;  policy  number;  file number;  employment  history;  bank account  number;  credit  card
number; debit  card  number;  financial  account  numbers;  commercial  information;  internet  or  other  electronic  network activity;  geolocation  data;  audio
and visual information; professional or employment information; and inferences drawn from the above categories to create a profile about a consumer.

_________________________
Jonathan J. Chalfant
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